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UI for You

Research institutions use Pure to 

help unlock their full research 

potential

Create a tool 

that is simple 

to implement 

and use

A

Make data 

import, 

capture, 

curation and 

linking 

smarter

B

Leverage the 

network of 

research

E

Optimize the 

institutional 

research 

processes

D

Proactively 

promote 

insights into 

research 

activity and 

outcomes

C

System-of-Record

Strong foundations & Infrastructure

UI
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Pure Portals:

Empowering better UI through architecture

Consolidate 

configurations

Central data 

source

Front-end only 

rendering

1

2

3
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Icons and link 

visuals do 

provide the user 

with good 

information on 

link destinations.

Lack of “related content” links fails to 

serve user browsing needs. Also 

negatively impacts on session length, 

user engagement and SEO.

Greater depth of 

bibliometric/ 

usage data is 

needed.

Fingerprint here 

serves no clear 

user function. 

Abstract and 

keywords already 

provide a clearer 

content overview.

Overall, page lacks 

a clear “call to 

action” for the user. 

E.g. if the goal is 

collaboration, it 

should be easier to 

reach out to author, 

or “share” links..

Suboptimal user 

experience to 

use 

“breadcrumbs” 

that are not 

clickable.

Text-heavy with no 

good use of 

images or 

branding. Not 

engaging.
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UI for Admin

Primary use cases:

Deliver appropriate data models to serve current and future system-of-record use 

cases

Ensure interrelated data in Pure

Ensure sufficiently-high data quality in Pure

UI and UX wrapper

‘Simple?’
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UI for Admin – Current Personal User Homepage

Current:

- Functional

- Follows admin panel UI 

design

- Essential counts at hand

Missed opportunities:

- Does not inspire 

frequent visits

- Lack of context of 

research

- Bibliometric statistics on 

per-article level
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UI for Admin – Future Personal User Homepage

Maintains information architecture of previous 

homepage

Added value:

- Improved tasks and notifications

- Bibliometric statistics on per-article level, and 

aggregated levels

- Inspires more frequent visits

- Adds context to research
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Success criteria for UI

Intuitive

No steep learning curve

Usable

As effortless as possible

Accessible

Standards, people and search

Value

Not just numbers, also insights

Use cases

Functionality first

What else?

… 
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UI for the future

Building cohorts? Dedicated Working Groups? 

Engaging customers in the discovery and development process

What’s your take?
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www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence

Thank you.
Contact: 
Kristian Toland (Portals)
Thomas Gurney (Data Models)
Pure Support (Jira), User Groups, Slack


